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FINDING
YOUR WHY

You have found them ! The one your soul
loves , with a capital L . Congratulations ,
the hardest part of this wedding
planning business is over . With your
person by your side , the world is
brighter and your life is infinitely
sweeter . 
 
As the occasional chaos arises in the
planning process (Aunt Janet wants to
bring how many kids?! etc .) I encourage
you to take a step back , and remember
the shake in your knees when you heard
your love ask you to be theirs forever , or
vice versa . At the end of the day , this
big party is  happening to celebrate
that  and your friends and family are so
excited to celebrate it with you . 

AKA WHY I CAN 'T WAIT TO SEE
THE LOOKS ON YOUR SUPER IN-
LOVE FACES
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As someone who's been to a fair handful

of weddings, I want you to imagine how

it will feel to walk down that aisle, hand-

in-hand with your forever, heart swelling.

You feel that? That's my why. That's the

moment I live for, when I can literally see

two becoming one. That's the moment I

want to capture all day long, starting

with the getting ready jitters, straight

through to your beaming send off. I think

that magic is the happiest thing in the

world, and I can't wait to show you what

it looks like on you. 



PRICI
NG

6
HRS GET THE

GOOD STUFF
Maybe you don't need a full
getting ready session, or you
don't mind skipping the party
photos at the reception. 6 hours
is all you need!

8 
HRS HERE FOR IT

okay, so you don't want to miss
any moments, but at the same
time, you don't need a camera
for every second of the day. 8
hours is perfect for you. 

10+
HRS

PLAY ALL
DAY
you're getting MARRIED. It is
your time to shine and you want
the paparazzi there. I'm your girl
all day long!

2ND
SHOOT
ER TEAM UP

while I generally work alone, I
can add a second shooter to
your wedding coverage. Maybe
you'd feel better getting an
extra lens on your ceremony, or
during getting ready? We got
you. 

TRA
VEL WHERE WE

GOING?
listen, if you're asking me to
travel the answer is YES. I'd love
to! In this case, I would add the
cost of my travel to your
coverage as a non-refundable
deposit (flight & rental car). 

all wedding packages include a
30 minute engagement photo
session. 

$1250

$1500

$1850

$50/
HR

TBD

ELOP
EME
NT

TBD

SIMPLY YOURS
keeping it sweet and simple? i
LOVE. Elopement coverage is
determined based on the
amount of coverage you want,
travel rates also apply if
necessary. 
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I THINK I WAS
BLIND BEFORE

I MET YOU.


